
Treasury Plate Numbers 
used as 

Plate Serial Numbers 
1886-1891 

Four-digit Treasury plate numbers were used instead of plate serial numbers on currency plates 
made between 1886 and 1891. They are found on many but not all Series of 1880 legal tender notes and 
Series of 1886 silver certificates. This article explains the circumstances that gave rise to them and their 
ultimate discontinuance. 

Treasury Intaglio Plate Numbers
In 1886, the personnel at Bureau of Engraving and Printing adopted a new protocol for numbering 

intaglio printing plates that were used to print Treasury Department items including currency, bonds, 
revenue stamps, etc. They created a new plate numbering system that consisted of an omnibus set of 
Treasury intaglio plate numbers that threaded through all the intaglio plates made for the Treasury 
Department. This allowed each plate to have a unique number. 

Previously they had employed plate serial numbers, which were variety numbers. That is, there 
was a separate set of numbers beginning with 1 for each value in each series. Plate serial numbers had been 
employed from the outset of plate production at the BEP, and usually those numbers appeared inside each 
subject adjacent to a plate position letter. Most currency produced before 1886 utilized them. See Figure 1 
for an example on an early Series of 1880 legal tender proof. 

The Paper Column 
by 
Peter Huntoon 
& 
Doug Murray 

Figure 1. Example of a plate serial number that appeared next to the plate position letters as 
well as between the lower two subjects on the plate. Plate serial numbers were variety numbers 
starting at 1 that were assigned consecutively to like plates. It was standard practice to put the 
number between the C and D subjects rather than in the lower margin during the period when 
this plate was made. This $10 Series of 1880 Rosecrans-Jordan proof carries plate serial 
number 31. 
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Plate serial numbers outlived their usefulness because they resulted in an explosion of numbering 
sets with rampant duplication of the same numbers. Obviously adoption of a system where every plate had 
a unique number was an innovation that greatly simplified inventory control and facilitated accounting. 

Personnel in the Bureau formally called the new numbering set “U. S. Notes and Miscellaneous 
Work.”  We’ll call the numbers Treasury plate numbers for convenience. 

The first 1506 numbers in the Treasury plate number set were assigned to still serviceable plates in 
the existing inventory. The old plate serial numbers in the lower margins of serviceable plates were 
replaced by the new numbers. 

The first couple of hundred numbers in the Treasury set were assigned to old plates used to print 
administrative items such as stationary, various agency forms including national bank charters, agency 
checks, etc. These were followed by bond plates. A large group of existing currency plates were assigned 
numbers 529 through 838. A second group of old bond plates got numbers 839 through 965. Renumbered 
revenue stamp plates picked up at 966 and ended at 1506. 

New plates followed but were interspersed with residual old plates that continued to be 
renumbered. The new Treasury plate numbers were put in the lower margins of the new plates, although not 
at first. Some were added later. 

Figure 2. $50 Series of 1880 legal tender plate 1513 was the first new plate made after 
Treasury plate numbers were adopted in 1886. Notice that 1513 occurs below the left plate 
letters. This was the first plate to sport duplicates of the Treasury plate number in place of 
plate serial numbers. Notice that the plate number was added to the lower margin of the 
Rosecrans-Hyatt version of the plate when it was altered to carry their signatures. 
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The first Treasury number assigned to a new plate was 1507 on a 100-cigar tax stamp entered into 
the plate ledger March 11, 1886. The first new currency plate was $50 Series of 1880 legal tender face 1513 
entered into the ledger March 18th. 

Treasury Plate Numbers Inside Subjects 
Most currency notes and some large format revenue stamps utilized plate serial numbers adjacent 

to plate position letters inside the subjects if there was room for them. Adoption of the Treasury numbering 
set caused a surprising change. The Treasury plate numbers were substituted for those plate serial numbers 
within the subjects on new plates. 

Suddenly notes and large format revenue stamps started to appear bearing 4-digit Treasury plate 
numbers adjacent to the plate letters! The numbers on successive plates of the same class, series and 
denomination no longer were consecutive. Instead the numbers often skipped forward in bounds because 
plates for other products utilized the missing numbers. 

The very first plate to carry 4-digit numbers internal to its design was $50 Series of 1880 legal 
tender face 1513 (Figure 2). Three proofs were made from the plate, respectively with Rosecrans-Jordan, 

Figure 3. The first revenue 
stamp to carry a duplicate of 
the Treasury plate number 
within the subjects was this 
Series of 1883 tobacco or snuff 
for immediate importation tax 
stamp bearing number 1527. 
1527 is to the left of the plate 
position letter, which lies to the 
left of the series date. Wallace 
Cleland photo. 

Figure 4. The lightly used Series of 1883 tobacco-snuff tax stamp plate was altered in 1901 by changing the 
blank for the date from 18__ to 190_. Notice that Treasury plate number 1527 was retained next to the plate 
letters even at this late date. The detail is from the C position.
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Rosecrans-Hyatt and Rosecrans-Huston signatures. The first two proofs are revealing because they 
demonstrate how numbering on the plates evolved once the Treasury plate numbers were adopted. 

The first, with the Rosecrans-Jordan combination, exhibits Treasury plate number 1513 below each 
of the lower left plate position letters, but not in the lower margin. The second proof was lifted from the 
plate after the Treasury signatures were changed to Rosecrans-Hyatt. By then, they routinely were putting 
the plate numbers in the lower margins as well as below the plate position letters, so they added 1513 to the 
lower border on this incarnation of the plate. The Rosecrans-Jordan version of the plate never was sent to 
press. 

The first revenue stamp with an internal 4-digit Treasury plate number was a Series of 1883 
tobacco and snuff importation tax stamp that carried number 1527 (Figures 3 & 4). 

Plate numbers could not be employed in the interiors of revenue stamps having designs that filled 
all the available space. Examples were various cigar stamps. Similarly, they were not used in the interiors of 
Series of 1886 silver certificates backs because there was no room for them. The numbers were placed only 
in the lower borders on these plates. 

An important consideration is how they handled the renumbering of the old plates. These included 
renumbered currency plates 529 through 838 and other old currency plates interspersed among the plates 
numbered above 1506. If they had them, the old plate serial numbers interior to their designs were left as 
was. The renumbered plates were altered only in so far as to display the new Treasury numbers in the 
bottom margin. See Figure 5. 

Treasury Plate Numbers Between the C and D Notes 
Figure 6 illustrates an especially interesting placement of Treasury plate numbers on $1 Series of 

1880 legal tender face plate 2766. As expected, the plate carries the Treasury plate number in the bottom 
margin and duplicates of the number appear below the right plate position letters. However, they also 
placed the number between the 3rd and 4th subjects, a throwback to where they used to put plate serial 
numbers on early plates. 

We found this curious variety on several Series of 1880 legal tender face proofs including $1 plates 
2764, 2765, 2766; $5 2135; and $10 1627, 1629, 1630. 

Figure 5. This $500 Series of 1880 back was an old plate that was renumbered after Treasury 
plate numbers were adopted in 1886. Its new number 1546 was added to the bottom margin of 
the plate, but not inside the subjects. The fact is there were no serial numbers internal to these 
subjects to begin with. 
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Use of plate numbers between the bottom two subjects was employed inconsistently because they 
are missing from other legal tender and silver certificate plates of the same vintage. 

Figure 7 reveals that $10 plate 1630 started life bearing Rosecrans-Jordan signatures with the plate 
number placed next to the left plate position letter on all four subjects as well as between the C and D 
subjects, but not in the lower margin. However they removed it from between the C and D subjects and 
added it to the bottom margin when the plate was altered to Rosecrans-Hyatt, in keeping with then current 
protocols. 

Figure 6. They took no chances when labeling this $1 Series of 1880 legal tender plate. Plate 
number 2766 appears in the lower margin and duplicates appear under the plate position 
letters as was the custom during this era. However someone also engraved the number in 
the space between the C and D subjects, a throwback to the placement of plate serial 
numbers on early BEP plates. 

Figure 7. Notice how Treasury plate number 1630 was moved from between the C and D positions (left) to the 
bottom margin (right) when Jordan’s signature was replaced by Hyatt’s on this $10 Series of 1880 legal tender 
plate. 
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Demise of Treasury Plate Numbers inside Designs 
The fact is the 4-digit Treasury numbers within the interiors of the subjects cluttered them, 

especially on the smaller objects such as the black centers for the Series of 1878 beer stamps. See Figure 8. 

As a result, around 1890 during the tenure of Rosecrans-Huston, the people involved in the 
manufacture of Treasury plates started to rethink the wisdom of substituting Treasury plate numbers for 
plate serial numbers. They then began to terminate the practice. 

Consequently no four-digit Treasury plate numbers were used inside the subjects on the new Series 
of 1890 Treasury note faces, which began with Rosecrans-Huston signatures. 

Their use ceased on the last Rosecrans-Huston legal tender and silver certificates plates in 1891. 
Instead the old practice of using plate serial numbers was resurrected with the advent of Rosecrans-Nebeker 
signatures so the Treasury plate numbers became relegated solely to the plate margins.  

The last legal tender plate to harbor an internal 4-digit Treasury plate number was $20 Series of 
1880 Rosecrans-Huston face 3207. It was started June 23, 1891 and destroyed January 24, 1892. No proof 
exists from it and Murray hasn’t observed any notes from it either. 

Figure 8. The black centers on the Series of 
1878 beer tax stamps were printed from 
intaglio plates; the borders from typographic 
plates. Notice that Treasury plate number 
2030 is duplicated as the plate serial number 
internal to the design of the stamp. The 
number 18 is the position number of the 
stamp on the 20-subject plate. 

Figure 9. The highest Treasury plate number to appear internal to a currency design was 
3378 on this $2 Series of 1886 silver certificate face.
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The last Treasury plate number to appear internal to any currency design was 3378 on a $2 Series of 
1886 silver certificate face plate certified August 27, 1891. That plate bears Rosecrans-Huston signatures 
and is illustrated on Figure 9. 

Some Rosecrans-Huston silver certificate face plates were assigned higher Treasury plate numbers 
than found on early Rosecrans-Nebeker plates. However they were used only inside the Rosecrans-Huston 
subjects. Plate serial numbers were used inside the Rosecrans-Nebeker subjects. It is clear that the change 
back to use of plate serial numbers within the legal tenders and silver certificates coincided with the 
changeover to the Rosecrans-Nebeker signature combination. 
 Removal of 4-Digit Plate Numbers 

There were a few instances where the 4-digit Treasury plate numbers were removed from the 
interiors of plates, but that program lost momentum so only a few plates were impacted. 

For example, the intaglio centers for Series of 1878 beer tax stamps carried both a 4-digit Treasury 
plate number and plate position number. When they removed the Treasury plate numbers from the interiors 
of the stamps, they also did away with the plate position numbers as shown on Figure 10. Obviously they 
were making an attempt to unclutter the design by removing elements that served no purpose in 
administering the tax. 

As shown on Figure 11, the 4-digit plate numbers were removed from the interiors of the subjects 
on $1 legal tender Series of 1880 back plate 2763. This seems to have been a onetime only event in the legal 
tender backs. 

Co-author Murray discovered one $10 Rosecrans-Nebeker legal tender proof with 4-digit Treasury 
plate number 3188 next to the plate letters. It was the only Rosecrans-Nebeker proof with such a number. A 
second proof revealed that the plate had been altered by replacing 3188 with plate serial number 2. The 
alteration was in keeping with the decision to discontinue using 4-digit Treasury numbers within subjects. 
The 3188 version of the plate never saw service. See Figure 12. 
 Numbers on the Backs of Legal Tender Notes 

The use of plate numbers of any kind inside the subjects on the backs of legal tender plates ceased 
in 1891 when they stopped using 4-digit Treasury plate numbers. Clearly they were trying to unclutter both 
sides of the notes. The first such plate was $5 Series of 1880 3049 back started February 19, 1891. The 
Treasury plate number on it appears only in the margin. 

Figure 10. These before (left) and after (right) proofs illustrate that Treasury plate number 
1994 was removed from the interiors of the subjects on this plate along with the plate 
position numbers. This type of alteration was carried out on only a few tax stamp and 
currency plates. 
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The next legal tender plate that was made was $5 Rosecrans-Huston face 3101 started March 23, 
1891. As these things go it happened to be finished with Treasury plate numbers in the subjects. No legal 
tender plates were made with Treasury plate numbers internal to the designs thereafter. 

Plate serial numbers began to appear again on the $10 and $20 legal tender backs midway during 
the tenure of Lyons and Roberts at about the turn of the century. 

Figure 11. Treasury plate number 2763 was removed from the interiors of the subjects on this 
$1 Series of 1880 legal tender back plate as part of a program to eliminate them beginning 
around 1891, but that effort quickly sputtered to a halt. 

Figure 12. Four-digit Treasury plate number 3188 was removed from the interiors of this $10 
Series of 1880 Rosecrans-Nebeker legal tender plate (top) and replaced with plate serial 
number 2 (bottom). The alteration was carried out during 1891. This was the only 
Rosecrans-Nebeker face plate with Treasury plate numbers inside the subjects. 
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 4-Digit Plate Serial Numbers 
It is important to point out that high-demand large size type notes such as the $1 Series of 1899 and 

1923 silver certificates required huge numbers of plates. Those series utilized various sets of plate serial 
numbers on both their faces and backs, and it didn’t take too many years for the plate serial numbers in 
some sets to exceed 1000. See Figure 13. 

Consequently there is no shortage of 4-digit plate serial numbers on the later series type notes. 
Don’t be confused. They are plate serial numbers, not duplicates of the Treasury plate numbers as discussed 
here. How can you tell?  If the type isn’t listed on Table 1, then the 4-digit number on it is a plate serial 
number. 

Mules 
When a pressman needed a plate, he was given a serviceable plate. No one was paying attention to 

whether the little numbers were plate serial numbers or Treasury plate numbers. Besides it was the policy at 
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to continue using obsolete plates whenever possible. 

The result beginning in 1886 was that backs printed from old plates bearing 1- and 2-digit plate 
serial numbers often were mated with faces bearing the newer 4-digit Treasury plate numbers, or vice versa. 

The same type of mixing occurred once again when they phased out the 4-digit Treasury plate 
numbers and reverted to using plate serial numbers in 1891. 

This created curious groups of Series of 1880 legal tender mules, where one side of the note sports 
a 1-, 2- or 3-digit plate serial number and the other a 4-digit duplicate of the Treasury plate number. 

The fact is that many legal tender backs bearing 4-digit Treasury plate numbers continued to be 
used long after 1891, especially in the high denominations. The result is that Series of 1880 legal tender 
faces bearing Rosecrans-Nebeker, Tillman-Morgan, Bruce-Roberts and Lyons-Roberts come muled with 
4-digit backs demonstrating that some of those back plates lasted well after the turn of the century. 

The same phenomenon would have been observed in the Series of 1886 silver certificates except 
the backs of those notes were so busy neither Treasury plate numbers nor plate serials were used internal to 
their designs. 

Of course, many notes from the 4-digit Treasury plate number era come with 4-digit plate numbers 
on both sides and are highly prized. They classify as non-mules. 

 
 

Figure 13. The 4-digit number on this $1 Series of 1899 silver certificate is a plate serial 
number, not a Treasury plate number. Four-digit plate serial numbers were reached on some 
heavily used large size type notes after 4-digit Treasury plate numbers stopped being used in 
place of plate serial numbers in 1891. The largest serial number ever used on a large size plate 
was 9879, which is the number on this $1 Series of 1899 Napier-McClung silver certificate. 
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Progress Proof 
We found a group of $20 Series of 1886 silver certificate proofs that were lifted from plate 2279. 

Hyatt’s signature was removed from the plate prior to the lifting of the proof illustrated on Figure 14. It 
nicely illustrates the intermediate stage during the process of altering the plate from the Rosecrans-Hyatt to 
Rosecrans-Huston version. 

Perspective 
The use of Treasury plate numbers in place of plate serial numbers on plates made between 1886 

and 1891 yields for astute currency and revenue stamp collectors a plethora of intriguing varieties. Some of 
them are genuinely rare, especially some of the mule pairings. 

The fact is that all notes from this era are scarce to rare. Consequently it is doubtful that a 
significant premium will develop in our market for specimens that carry 4-digit Treasury plate numbers 
instead of plate serial numbers or some face-back mule between the two. 

The 4-digit Treasury plate numbers are one of those fascinating varieties that owe their origin to 
changing manufacturing protocols. Understanding what happened was sufficient to justify our research. 
Such knowledge can greatly enrich collector appreciation of what he possesses. 

Acknowledgment 
Veteran revenue stamp collector and philatelic authority Wallace Cleland, who died in 2013, was 

particularly interested in plate numbering of all types and graciously provided scans and insights that were 
invaluable to our work. The proofs illustrated are scans from the National Numismatic Collection, 
Smithsonian Institution. 

Sources of Data 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 1863-forward, Certified proofs lifted from currency, revenue stamp and bond 

plates: National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC. 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 1886-1898, Record of plates received for United States Notes and miscellaneous 

work, plates 1-7491: Record Group 318, U. S. National Archives, Washington, DC. 

Figure 14. Updating signatures on still serviceable higher denomination plates was routine. This 
proof lifted from $20 silver certificate Series of 1886 face plate 2279 illustrates the intermediate 
stage in the removal of Hyatt’s signature prior to laying in Huston’s. The lower loop from 
Hyatt’s signature remains in the lower border but may not be visible to you in this scan. 3,000 
impressions (12,000 notes) already had been made from the plate with Hyatt’s signature. 
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back  R‐J  R‐Hy  R‐Hu 
$1 LT Series 1880 faces 
2764  S
2765  S
2766  S

$5 LT Series 1880 faces 
2135    S
2137    x  x
2489  x
2493  x
2497  x
2501  x
2506  x
3101  x

$10 LT Series 1880 faces 
1627    S 
1629    S  S
1630    SN  x
2063    N
2102    x
2104    x
2105    x  x
2151    x
2152    N  x
2250    x
2353    x  x
2490  x
2495  L
2496  x
2500  x
2520  L
2523  x
2627  x
2628  x
2629  x
2630  x
2631  x
3188  only Rosecrans‐Nebeker 

$20 LT Series 1880 faces 
2036    x
2039    x

back  R‐J  R‐Hy  R‐Hu 
2282    x
2491  x
2499  M
2519  x
2524  x
2698  x
3207  L

$50 
1513    N  x  x
2468  x
$100 
2202    x  x
2471  x

$1 LT Series 1880 backs 
2757  x 
2758  x 
2761  x 
2762  x 
2763  x 

$2 LT Series 1880 backs 
2296  x 
2607  x 
2608  x 

$5 LT Series 1880 backs 
1882  x 
1886  x 
1888  x 
1890  x 
2709  M 
2714  N 
2742  x 

$10 LT Series 1880 backs 
2128  x 
2288  x 
2289  x 
2292  x 
2294  x 
2458  x 
2459  x 
2460  x 

back  R‐J  R‐Hy  R‐Hu 
2461  x 
2531  x 
2532  x 
2533  x 

$20 LT Series 1880 backs 
2181  x 
2182  x 
2267  x 
2268  x 
2290  x 
2291  x 
2293  x 
2295  x 
2744  x 
2745  x 
2770  x 

$50   
2469  x 
$100 
2470  x 

$1 SC Series 1886 faces 
1747    x 
1751    x 
1753    x  x
1755    x  x
1756    N  x
1757    x 
1758    x  x  x
1759    x  x
1760    N  x
1761    N  x
1762    x  x
1763    x 
1764    x  x
1766    x 
1767    x  x
1768    M  x
1770    x  x
1771    x  x
1772    x 

Table 1.    List of currency plates made from 1886 to 1891 where the Treasury plate serial 
number was used as the plate serial number. 

Compilation based on proofs in the National Numismatic Collection, entries in plate history ledgers and observed specimens. 
Some proofs are missing so this list has to be incomplete.

back = back plate
R‐J = Rosecrans‐Jordan 
R‐Hy = Rosecrans‐Hyatt 
R‐Hu = Rosecrans‐Houston 
Rosecrans‐Nebeker – see plate 3188 
L = plate listed as made in a plate history ledger 
M = no proof exists but Doug Murray observed an issued note 
N = no plate number in lower margin, only internal to notes 
S = plate number between 3rd and 4th notes & internal to the notes 
x, N, S = proof exists in the National Numismatic Collection 
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back  R‐J  R‐Hy  R‐Hu 
1773    L 
1774    x 
1775    x  x

$1 SC Series 1886 faces, cont. 
1776    x  x
1777    x 
1778    x 
1779    x  x
1780    M  x
1781    x  x
1782    x 
1783    x  x
1784    x 
1785    x 
1786    x  x
1787    x  x
1788    x  x
1789    x 
1790    x  x
1820    x  x
1823    x  x
1934    L 
1969    x
1970    x  M  x
1971    x  M
1972    x  M  x
1981    x
1984    x
1987    x
1989    x
1992    x  L
2026    N
2031    x
2033    x
2035    x
2041    N
2042    x
2043    x
2044    x
2222    x
2224    x  L
2225    x  x
2227    x
2228    x  x
2239    L
2231    x
2242    x
2244    x
2246    x
2249    x
2252    x  x
2253    x
2254    x
2255    x  x
2256    x
2257    x  x
2258    x  x

back  R‐J  R‐Hy  R‐Hu 
2259    x  M
2263    x
2265    x  x
2266    x  x
2327    x
2328    x  x
2329    x  x
2333    x  x
2396    x  x
2492  x
2494  x
2498  x
2502  x
2504  x
2508  x
2509  x
2512  x
2517  x
2518  x
2612  x
2747  x
2748  x
2749  x
2751  x
2752  x
2753  x
2754  x
2755  x
2756  x
3111  x
3112  x
3113  x
3118  x
3121  x
3123  x
3147  x
3166  L
3231  x
3236  x
3241  x
3251  x
3255  x
3259  x
3263  x
3266  x
3269  x
3271  x

$2 SC Series 1886 faces 
1853    x 
1855    x  x
1856    x 
1858    x  x
1859    x  x
1860    x  x
1861    x x
1862    N
1863  M

back  R‐J  R‐Hy  R‐Hu 
1865    x  x
1867    M 
1869    x x
1870    x 
1872    x x
1873    x  x
1874    x
1875    x 
1876    x  x
1877    x  x
1878    x 
1948    x  x  x
1960    x 
1962    x x
1963    x  x
1982    x
1996    x  x
2001    x  x
2003    x  x
2040    N
2223    x
2226    x
2229    x  x
2230    x
2232    x  x
2233    x
2234    x
2235    x
2236    x
2237    x
2238    x  x
2240  N
2241    x
2243  x
2245  x
2247    x
2251    x
2503  x
3317  x
3320  N
3324  x
3378  x

$5 SC Series 1886 faces 
1917    x 
1918    x  x
1920    x 
1923    x  x
1925    x  x  x
1927    x 
1931    x x
1933    x  x
1935    x  x
1954    x  x
1955    x  x
1956    x 
1957    x  x
1958    x  x
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back  R‐J  R‐Hy  R‐Hu 
1959    x  x
1968    x
1998    N

$5 SC Series 1886 faces, cont. 
2011    M
2023    N
2094    x
2097    N
2115    N
2116    N
2117    x
2140    N
2141    x
2142    x
2159    x
2165    N
2167    N
2169    x
2171    x
2173    x
2174    N
2179    N
2180    x
2185    x
2192    x
2204    x
2277    x
2281    x
2313    x
2315    x
2323    x
2472    x
2473    x
2474    x
2475    x  x
2477    x
2478    x  x

back  R‐J  R‐Hy  R‐Hu 
2479    x  x
2507  x
2511  x
2513  x
2617  x
2618  M
2723  x
2724  x
2725  x
2726  x
2727  x
2728  x
2729  x
2730  x
2731  x
2732  x
2733  x
2736  x
2782  x
2791  x
3232  x
3240  x
3246  x
3250  x
3254  x
3261  x
3265  N
3267  x
3272  x

$10 SC Series 1886 faces 
1635    N  M
1636    N  x  x
1637    N 
1639    N  x  x
1641    N  M  x
1644    N  x
1653    N  x

back  R‐J  R‐Hy  R‐Hu 
1655    N  x
1659    N  x  x
1661    N  x
1664    N  x
1668    N  x
1671    N  x
1674    N  N
1676    N  x
1677    N  N
1678    N  N
1679    N  x
1682    N  M
1685    N  N
1898    x 
2051    N
2052    N
2053    L
2172    x
2311    x  x
2505  x
2510  x
2746  x
2750  x
2784  x
3321  x
3336  x

$20 SC Series 1886 faces 
2278    M
2279    x  x
2280    x  x
2609  x
3106  x
3195  x
3234  x
3239  x 
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